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HLA-C*05:292N differs from HLA-C*05:01:01:08 by a frameshift mutation, a

deletion at gDNA position 758.
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Identifying a null allele is important in hematopoietic
stem cell transplantation to avoid a donor-recipient mis-
match that could trigger T cell-driven host versus graft or
graft versus host disease.1 We describe here a novel null
HLA-C allele, now named C*05:292N, that was identified
in a Belgian hematopoietic stem cell recipient. The
patient was diagnosed with acute myeloid leukemia in
August 2023. Genomic DNA was extracted from periph-
eral blood using a commercial Maxwell blood DNA
extraction kit (Promega, BE). High resolution HLA typ-
ing was performed using next generation sequencing
(NGSgo-MX11-3, GenDX, Utrecht, The Netherlands) on
the MiSeq system platform (Illumina, USA). Data were
analyzed by NGSengine software and compared with the
IPD/IMGT-HLA Database.2 The sequencing data showed
a best match to the C*05:99N allele although differing by
6 exon mismatches. When aligning this data with the
closest related allele C*05:01:01:08, a mismatch in exon
3 was detected. A deletion at gDNA position 758 was
exclusively present in the reads assigned to the C*05
allele and not in the C*03:04 allele also present in the
patient. This deletion caused a frameshift with a resulting
premature stop codon (TGA) in codon 126 (Figure 1).

To exclude the possibility that this null allele was
derived from blast cells of the malignant clone,3 another
sample was collected using a buccal swab and processed
using the same NGS protocol. The deletion in exon 3 of
the C*05:292N allele was confirmed. This information
will indeed be taken into account for the patient to provide
the best HLA-matched available donor. The complete HLA
typing of the patient with this novel allele was: HLA-A*02:01,
02:20; -B*40:01, 44:02; -C*03:04, 05:292N; -DRB1*13:02, 14:54;

-DRB3*02:02, 03:01; -DQB1*05:03, 06:04; -DQA1*01:02, 01:04;
-DPA1*01:03; -DPB1*03:01, 04:01.

The nucleotide sequence of the novel HLA-C*05:292N
allele has been submitted to the GenBank database
(accession number OR513911) and IPD-IMGT/HLA
Database (submission ID HWS10067655). The name
C*05:292N has been officially assigned by the WHO
nomenclature Committee for Factors of the HLA system
in November 2023.4 This follows the agreed policy that,
subject to the conditions stated in the most recent
Nomenclature Report, names will be assigned to new
sequences as they are identified. Lists of such new names
will be published in the following WHO Nomenclature
Report.
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FIGURE 1 Sequence alignment of exon 3 of the C*05:292N with the closely related HLA-C*05:01:01:08 allele. Dashes indicate

nucleotide identity with the HLA-C*05:01:01 08 allele. Numbers above the sequence indicate codon position. The deletion of a single G

nucleotide is indicated in position 104. The resulting TGA stop codon is located in codon 126.
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